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                                         		  		                          	USB Server for Windows, Mac, and Linux
  			
                                    	FlexiHub is a great alternative to hardware USB servers to redirect USB peripherals over any distance so that you can access them remotely from any part of the world. Installed on network computers, USB Server Software allows users to wirelessly share USB devices among multiple machines while reducing cable clutter on their desks.
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  	       	                                                         		                                                              FlexiHub Personal — Get Devices from Anywhere
              
                                            	Interested in using FlexiHub for your business? Fill out the form to the right.
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                                                                                                                                        Data transfer speed — up to 50 Mb/sec                                              
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  							 Share USB over different networks 

  			  			The network USB server lets you print, scan, or fax from any remote computer, as USB through Ethernet supports USB device sharing across any network, including Ethernet, Wi-Fi, and the Internet. The authorization option will help you control remote user access.
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  							Forward USB to a virtual environment 

  			  			Need to connect to your local USB devices from a guest OS? FlexiHub will easily turn your host PC into USB to a network server. Just share a peripheral on the host OS and access it from your virtual machine as though the device was physically connected to the guest OS. Plus, you can redirect local devices to blade servers in the same way.
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  							Work with remote USB over RDP

  			  			As is known, accessing local USB devices is not an easy matter when you use Remote Desktop Connection. FlexiHub is aimed at providing RDP users with access to their remote USB devices as quickly and as efficiently as possible. With the USB Redirector, you'll be able to configure your remote machine so that it can find and connect to shared USB devices automatically.
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  							Security of data transmission 

  			  			With the advanced traffic encryption option offered by FlexiHub, you won't have to worry about the security of your network connections. The USB device server will protect your sensitive data from being damaged or intercepted.
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  							Data compression

  			  			USB Server allows you to optimize data traffic by using the efficient traffic compression feature. This will help you significantly improve both the data transfer speed and bandwidth utilization. The feature is particularly helpful for devices that typically transfer data in the uncompressed format.
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  							Change devices on the fly 

  			  			If you want to share a different device, just unplug the currently attached and shared USB device and plug in another one. No computer reboot or restart of the app is required! The new peripheral will be automatically displayed on a remote client machine.
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                                    			  	                    	          	  Supported devices

          		  					FlexiHub can be used to share almost any type of USB device over the network.
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                                                                                                                                        COM port devices (Windows version only)                                              
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                                    			  	                    	          	  The cross-platform solution to share USB

          		  					FlexiHub facilitates Network connectivity between computers and personal devices running the Windows, Linux, macOS, and Android operating systems.
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                            	  	                                                      Feedback              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                4.8                              
                                                        Feedback                          
                              based on 386 reviews  							
							  							






                        										                                                                                               What People Say About FlexiHub          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          FlexiHub reduces shipping times
  					                  
                  We have tested FlexiHub to see if it can speed up medical device development with our external partners. Instead of shipping devices from our partners to us and back, FlexiHub enhances the Device Management remotely without the lack of shipping times. 

 It was a full success and our Partner will get a license soon.
                                        Robert Michael                  
              
                        		    
                                                        
                                                                                                                                                Maximum flexibility without buying additional hardware
  					                  
                  We are a small engineering/survey firm that shares a copy of an earthwork program. The program uses a USB dongle to insure licensing. We tried other USB sharing products but FlexiHub has given us the most flexibility with no additional hardware purchase.
                                        Marshall                  
              
                        		    
                                                        
                                                                                                                                                Share dongles to VM
  					                  
                  We use a product called RTX 64 by IntervalZero. When we compile our code we need to install a copy protection dongle (USB) to run the compiler. All of our production builds are done on virtual machines running on hardware we do not have access to. So we plug the dongles into a local machine and share them with the VM with FlexHub.
                                        Andrew                  
              
                        		    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                        
                      
                      
                  
                                               
                      
          
      
                                                                            		  		                          	Get Devices from Anywhere with USB Server
  			
                                    	Let's get started! It only takes a few minutes to register your account.
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